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Abstract

Mixed-initiative case replay introduces an active human into the case-based planning process. The goals of this novel technique are to utilize the strengths of machine-based case replay to improve human performance and to allow a human to override a machine’s abstract representation of an actual domain. The synthesis of these two approaches in a planning domain enables flexible solutions to planning problems. This preliminary research introduces for the first time a human-centered technique into the well-developed planning method of derivational analogy.

Introduction

A mixed-initiative system integrates an intelligent system and an active user with the goal of producing results better than either the system or the user could alone. However, many researchers concentrate on either the “mixed” side or the “initiative” side of the equation. Persons involved in mixed-initiative dialogue systems (e.g., Haller, McRoy, and Kobsa 1999) often worry most about issues such as the shift of control from one agent (either machine or human) to the other as is in the case of natural language dialogue. Persons involved in the mixed-initiative planning community (e.g., Burstein 1994) often stress the combination of human and machine abilities in a static relationship between the two during the planning process. Here we examine a new method within case-based reasoning that balances the focus between the two aspects of mixed-initiative computation. It adds to the emerging area of mixed-initiative case-based reasoning (Aha 2002).

Mixed-initiative case replay introduces a human into the case replay portion of case-based planning. By having a human in the case replay process we can gain certain advantages such as knowledge outside the transitive closure of the domain representation, improvements in search or plan results, and the ability to repair defective cases. In particular we consider two both novices and experts. Novices have little to no domain knowledge, and so require help in producing “good” plans. This assistance in case-based reasoning is found in sound prior cases. The interactive replay allows a novice user to see the reasoning used to solve an old case and to adapt it to the current problem. An expert user can generate plans that are more acceptable than that of the automated planner although the planner may be “correct.” The expert user can also determine when and how to change a given goal, something that can be difficult to codify within a domain description.

Description of the PRODIGY Planner

PRODIGY (Carbonell et al. 1992; Veloso et al. 1995) is a domain independent non-linear state-space planning and learning architecture. The current core planner is Prodigy 4.0. In generative mode it uses a four-step decision process to solve planning problems. These control points are as follows.

• It selects a goal to solve from a list of candidate goals
• It selects an operator from a list of candidate operators that can achieve the selected goal
• It selects object bindings for open operator variables from a set of candidate bindings.
• If instantiated operators exist having no open preconditions and pending goals also exist, it chooses either to apply the instantiated operator (forward chain) or to continue subgoaling (backward chain).

This process repeats until a complete sequence of operators (a plan) is found or until the search space is exhausted. Using the Prodigy 4.0 User Interface 2.0 (Cox and Veloso 1997), a human can be involved in each step of the four-step process.

Prodigy/Analogy (Veloso 1994a; 1994b) is a case-based reasoner built on top of the Prodigy 4.0 core generative planner of the PRODIGY system. It uses past plans, stored as annotated cases, to solve a current problem using the technique of derivational replay (Carbonell 1986). It does this by retrieving a case that best matches the current problem from a set of all possible cases in the case repository. The retrieval criteria are based on the goal coverage that the case provides as well as the coverage of the new initial state by the footprint (Veloso 1994b) of the past states responsi-
In generative mode with no user control, Prodigy 4.0 selects EAT-BAD-SNACK to meet the goal (see Figure 11). This is a valid solution, but not necessarily desired or even correct when applied to a particular user. However, the Prodigy 4.0 User Interface Version 2.0 (Cox and Veloso 1997) allows users to interact with the automated planner, thereby allowing a user to determine choices at three of the four control points in the decision process described above.

In generative mode with user control, the user can select the alternative actions EAT-GOOD-SNACK(granny-smith) and WASH(granny-smith) with the granny-smith apple as an operator variable binding. This produces a satisfactory plan for the user at the current time. Perhaps the user wanted a healthy snack, and decided a quick snack would be to eat a washed apple. This plan is now stored as an old case in the plan library. In this instance, the user applied knowledge that is outside the transitive closure of the domain representation to the solution of the problem. This information yields a plan that more accurately reflects the idiosyncratic desire for healthy nutrition.

Figure 1. Plan created generatively, no user interaction

As noted above, the standard PRODIGY user-interface allows user interaction during generative mode, but does not during case replay. Normally Prodigy/Analogy would retrieve an old case such as the one created to eat the granny-smith, and if the old justification for choosing a step such as WASH still exists, then it will automatically repeat the step, even if other steps might be more attractive given a new situation or changing tastes. But instead of automatic replay, Prodigy/AnalogyMI allows user intervention throughout the derivational case-adaptation process. This differs from the standard case replay in that the user is

Mixed-Initiative Case Replay

To illustrate mixed-initiative case replay, consider a user solving a simple problem in a kitchen domain. In this domain a variety of everyday actions can occur such as preparing and eating food, washing dishes, and storing/removing items from cabinets. Consider a problem in which an agent (Seamus) is hungry and wants to be made full. Two operators exist that can achieve this goal: EAT-BAD-SNACK or EAT-GOOD-SNACK. The domain associates multiple potential bindings with each operator variable, but it includes constraints to filter the candidates. EAT-BAD-SNACK uses any available junk-food object, and eat-good-snak uses any available fruit object. EAT-GOOD-SNACK requires an extra operator to be used to satisfy its preconditions (slicing, washing, or peeling fruit). A sizeable search space can exist for problems with even a single goal when numerous binding choices are considered. Moreover, determining criteria for operator selections is not a trivial task, and in this particular case, may be impossible to determine with any degree of certainty before planning commences. It is impossible to know whether to use EAT-GOOD-SNACK or EAT-BAD-SNACK, because this is a choice that requires much knowledge about the problem. This knowledge is best added by the user implicitly, rather than explicitly building an overly complex domain to solve a relatively simple problem. It is therefore desirable to have a human involved in the planning process because the domain is subject to interpretation.
prompted at points within the old case where user interaction previously occurred and at new points where user interaction is currently possible that was not possible in the past.

In the old case, the user selected EAT-GOOD-SNACK and WASH as operators, but under mixed-initiative replay, the user is prompted at these points to allow reconsideration. During replay the user is prompted to select an operator to achieve the goal full(Seamus). The user decides to follow the case guidance and selects the operator EAT-GOOD-SNACK, so the case replay continues. Had the user selected another operator (e.g., EAT-BAD-SNACK), the case would no longer be valid because Prodigy/AnalogyMI is now using a different branch of the search tree than the one recorded in the case. Prodigy/AnalogyMI would then switch to generative mode (with user-interaction) to continue with plan generation.

But having chosen to replay the EAT-GOOD-SNACK action, the user now must choose an action to prepare the apple (see Figure 2). The user could choose to follow the guidance and wash the apple, or the user could deviate from the plan by slicing or peeling the fruit. Perhaps the user selects SLICE as the operator to fulfill the goal of preparing the apple. This deviation causes Prodigy/AnalogyMI to then enter generative mode, however, so no more choices are necessary to meet the goals generated by selecting the slice operator. The resulting plan can be seen in Figure 3 on the next page.

Humans can be very good at pruning search trees. This may not seem intuitive at first, but consider a simple problem from the logistics domain (Veloso 1994b). This domain involves moving packages from one post office in a city to another post office in a different city. When Prodigy 4.0 is presented with a problem involving one package, it examines 68 nodes. Increasing the number of packages to two, it now examines 152 nodes. A human solving the same task in generative mode examines 48 nodes, and then 72 nodes. This reduction in the size of the search tree occurs, because a human can spot obvious good selections for goal ordering (loading a truck with both packages, and then transporting them, for instance) and binding choices. These choices are easy for a human to make, but are often difficult to codify into control or inference rules in the domain and become more difficult the more detailed the domain becomes. Obviously the human will only do well in domains with which they are relatively familiar. They need to have an understanding of how to solve the problems before they can become better (faster, more flexible) at generating plans. Prodigy/AnalogyMI with mixed-initiative case replay solves the one package problem by examining only 48 nodes (the same as the human), and 97 nodes when solving the two package problem.
The Bridges Problem

More complex domains present different problems to the user and to Prodigy/Analogy. The Bridges Problem (Cox and Veloso 1998; Cox, Kerkez, Srinivas, Edwin, and Archer 2000) represents universally quantified planning tasks in a military domain. The goal of this class of problems is to maximize the “barriability” of rivers by destroying or damaging all bridges across them. Air units can destroy a single bridge and damage an arbitrary number of others. This domain includes many more operators, variables, and choices than does the simple kitchen domain. Prodigy/Analogy’s case retrieval process uses an interactively-footprint similarity matching algorithm (Veloso 1994a) to generate variable substitutions that map old cases to new problems. This allows both versions of Prodigy/Analogy to reason during case replay with the old plan using the resources available in the new problem. However, substitutions are not guaranteed to be optimal and can actually result in solutions that are impossible to replay automatically. For example an old case may include a solution that achieves an impassable river by destroying four bridges across it. A new problem may require that two rivers, one with three bridges and the other with two, be made impassable. The match algorithm might mistakenly map the extraneous fourth bridge in the old case to a bridge that crosses the second river in the new problem (i.e., the one that has two bridges). This results in a faulty case replay, because the scope of the universally quantified precondition for destroying a bridge restricts the operator variables to bridges across a single river. In our example the mis-mapped bridge crosses a second river instead. Thus Prodigy/AnalogyMI searches for an operator to move the bridge to the river with three bridges, but no such operator exists in the domain. Humans easily understand that suspension bridges cannot be moved between rivers and can reject the past case altogether. The user can then create a new solution from scratch.

Humans can improve upon case replay behavior in other ways. The system prompts the user for a decision based on old cases. When it uses cases that were generated by a novice user, the machine cannot suggest optimal solutions from naive experience. While these suggestions will hopefully lead to a solution, they will not necessarily result in the best solution. Novice users often choose to do the bare minimum to solve a task in the bridges problems. For example an initial state may consist of a river, four bridges that cross the river, and three aircraft, and the goal may be to make the river impassable (see Figure 4a). Because not enough resources exist to destroy all four bridges (each aircraft can only destroy one bridge), the user must change the goal. The user correctly performs this by selecting an operator that allows damage as well as destruction of bridges. However, because the user is a novice, she may damage all of

Figure 3. The final plan using mixed-initiative replay and generative planning
the bridges instead of destroying three and damaging one (see figure 4b).

While damaging all of the bridges does meet the requirements of restricting movement across a river, it is not an optimal solution. When this solution is played back in the form of a case, the user is prompted with the actions of the novice user. In this case, Prodigy/AnalogyMI suggests that the current user damage all of the bridges crossing the river. A more experienced user over-rides the suggestion and makes full use of the resources available in the problem.

If we instead examine a novice user replaying the cases of a more experienced user, we find that Prodigy/AnalogyMI provides better advice. Assume that a domain expert has solved the same goal transformation problem (three aircraft, four bridges) discussed previously. When the novice user replays the case, Prodigy/Analogy suggests destroying three of the bridges and damaging the fourth (see Figure 5). This results in a much higher overall goal satisfaction (see Edwin and Cox 2002 for the formal goal satisfaction criterion).

Earlier research on mixed-initiative planning claims that presenting planning to humans as a search process is less effective than presenting it as a goal manipulation problem (Cox 2000). Experimental results from human studies lend support to this claim (Cox 2003; Zhang 2002). The studies compare users’ performance solving bridges problems under a search metaphor and the Prodigy 4.0 User Interface 2.0 with the performance subjects using a goal manipulation metaphor and a PRODIGY-based mixed-initiative planner called GTrans (Cox 2000; Cox, Kerkez, Srinivas, Edwin, and Archer 2000; Zhang 2002; Zhang, Cox, and Immaneni 2002).

We have begun to examine the results from this study for the users under the search condition. We have their performance figures for the problems that they solved with PRODIGY under the user-control mode. That is, users themselves made the planning decisions at the control points enumerated in section two. But consider the potential performance difference if mixed-initiative case replay had augmented user choices. If the system had saved each solution as a case during the experiment, Prodigy/AnalogyMI could have retrieved problems they has already solved to provide guidance in subsequent test problems.

Manual examination of a small sample of the data show mixed results. In some instances mixed-initiative case replay would have produced better performance and in others it would have resulted in worse performance. The problem with this preliminary analysis is that we only estimate the experimental results by assuming that all test subjects would follow the case guidance without question. Yet this paper has shown that many examples exist where humans can improve over the suggested choices. A future experimental study with new human subjects can reveal a more complete and accurate understanding of these phenomena.

Conclusions

Both Prodigy 4.0 and Prodigy/Analogy generate plans that are correct, but they may not order operations in an efficient manner. Furthermore plans may be longer than necessary (e.g., moving a plane back and forth to move several packages instead of loading all packages at once). Humans can provide information that is outside the transitive closure of the domain representations in PRODIGY and thus reduce the amount of domain engineering. Moreover a smaller and more abstract domain theory leads to more efficient planning. This is also useful, because it is generally very difficult to describe operators in such a way that they mimic the subtle variations and requirements found in the real world. Domains can also contain situations that are interpreted differently by different users. An example we have used here is the individual preference between eating nutritious or tasty snacks.

The scientific goal to design fully autonomous, general planning systems has all but disappeared from the artificial intelligence community. Instead the field has continued in two broad research directions. The first is to constrain the computational definition of a planning problem and its representation so that new search methods can efficiently pro-
duce solutions. Many approaches using boolean satisfiability representations of plans follow this direction. One large problem, however, is that users of such systems are even more divided from the underlying technology and therefore less likely to be involved in its decision making.

The second research direction is toward more understandable and human centered systems. The concept of mixed-initiative computation emphasizes the synergy possible between humans and intelligent machines. This paper has introduced a new technique for case-based planning that examines active user participation as a potential method for escaping some computational limitations and for producing quality results using human experience with both the planning domain and with interaction with the system itself.
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